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BlackRock, the vast asset manager, has been feted for demanding that the boards of its portfolio firms pursue a social purpose,
which likely entails spreading corporate profits beyond shareholders to include labor and victims of environmental harm.[1] But
despite being a shareholder in numerous firms, BlackRock should not actually have a say over what happens to corporate profits,
because the law already requires that profits go to one group only, and not the group you might expect.
The consumer welfare standard in antitrust law requires that firms maximize the margin between price and product quality, a quantity called consumer
welfare by economists.[2] This standard, adopted in the 1970s, resolves the long-running debate about which corporate constituency has a right to the
profits of the firm, because profits and consumer welfare are a zero-sum game: Profits can be generated only by reducing the margin between price and
quality, in effect redistributing wealth from consumers to firms.[3] The rule that consumer welfare must be maximized therefore means that profits must be
minimized. The consumer welfare standard requires that firms pay their profits out in full to the one constituency that has hardly figured in debates over
corporate mission: the consumer, by charging consumers the lowest possible prices in exchange for products of the highest possible quality.
Rules once thought to determine the distribution of corporate wealth, from the voting rights of shareholders, to the fiduciary duties of boards, to charitable
contribution statutes, are all of no relevance, because federal antitrust law requires that firms earn no profits at all but work instead for the exclusive benefit
of their customers. I argue in a recent paper that these other rules are preempted by federal antitrust laws that are supreme over all conflicting behavior
authorized by state laws.[4] The only exception to supremacy is for behavior that is directly supervised by state regulators.[5] But state regulators do not
directly supervise boards’ exercise of their state-corporate-law-granted authority to maximize profits. The states do not even require, as they do of many
rate regulated firms, that corporations notify regulators of the prices they charge to consumers, let alone meaningfully regulate those prices.
The notion that firms should generate no profits can inspire panic, because of confusion between the accounting and economic definitions of cost. The
consumer welfare standard requires that firms charge prices equal to the cost of production, understood to include every last payment required to make the
firm maximize the value that the firm creates, including not only payments to labor and management, but also sufficient payments to shareholders to make
them willing to contribute capital to the firm. By contrast, the accounting definition of cost excludes payments required to compensate shareholders, which
is why in the popular imagination profits are necessary for businesses to exist.
The wealth of the firm, in the economic sense, is what is left over after costs, including sufficient payment to shareholders to secure their participation,
have been paid, a froth that can be ladled out to one group or another without crippling the ability of the firm to perform. Advocates of shareholder
primacy have long argued that this froth should go to shareholders in the form of the profits generated by high prices; advocates of corporate social
responsibility have said that boards should spread this froth fairly among all constituents of the firm, including workers and victims. Antitrust requires that
it be paid out in full to consumers in the form of low prices. And antitrust controls.
The fundamental independence of the division of the froth from the problem of creating it – of distribution from efficiency – has long been obscured by the
mistaken notion that the firm will perform well only if the party that gets the firm’s wealth, sometimes called the residual claimant, also controls the
management of the firm.[6] The shareholder rights movement has long argued, for example, that because shareholders have, at least by some accounts, the
right to the residual, shareholders ought also have control over the board of directors.[7]

This misguided reading of agency theory, the science of bringing the incentives of managers into alignment with those of owners, establishes no
connection between distribution and efficiency. Any share of firm wealth that must be paid to management to align incentives is not profit, but cost, a
payment necessary for performance, making the agency problem a pure question of efficiency, not distribution. Moreover, the whole point of agency
theory is that the entire wealth of the firm need not be paid out to shareholders, managers, the board, or whoever has control over the firm, in order to
ensure performance. Otherwise, managers could never act as reliable agents.
So long as a constant fraction of the firm’s wealth is paid out to the controller of the firm, the controller’s wealth will grow in proportion to the wealth of
the firm, and the right incentives will be created.[8] It is for precisely this reason that firms grant stock options, but not 100 percent ownership, to managers
as a performance incentive: Whether a manager owns a share or the entire firm, the incentive to maximize wealth is the same.[9]
Who gets the wealth that remains once that the necessary share has been paid to managers is quite independent of performance, whether the remaining
wealth goes to shareholders or consumers. Under the consumer welfare standard, the entire apparatus of agency theory, which has been devoted to
determining the proper way to align incentives, but always under the assumption that shareholders are the principal, ultimately getting the firm’s wealth,
remains unchanged. But the consumer becomes the principal.
Recognizing that antitrust preempts state corporate law rules regarding the distribution of corporate wealth resolves a contradiction in the structure of our
economic system: the assumption that the invisible hand visits corporate law, but not antitrust law. Corporate law has long assumed that profit
maximization should be the goal of the firm, because private self-interested behavior ultimately benefits society as a whole, competition ensuring that the
best firms rise to the top and earn rewards consistent with the value they deliver to consumers.[10]
Antitrust once embraced the invisible hand too, seeing its role as promoting the competition that is an essential requirement for the invisible hand to do its
work.[11] Antitrust later embraced the consumer welfare standard, however, because antitrust came to believe that competition is not always good for
consumers, eroding the production scales sometimes needed to minimize costs or fund research on improving products.[12] Under the consumer welfare
standard, antitrust now tolerates monopoly whenever it appears best for consumers. The assumption in corporate law that beyond the walls of the firm
there is always a perfectly competitive market turning greed into good is now dated, abandoned long ago, at any rate, by antitrust.
If monopoly’s Cerberus has abandoned its post, then firms must no longer be allowed to maximize profit, because often no market discipline will prevent
them from using that authority to raise prices. The corporation must instead internalize the goals that the market once imposed upon the corporation from
without. Reading the consumer welfare standard to require firms to minimize profit accomplishes that task.
There is much work to be done. For one thing, the phenomenon of the firm that has more cash than it knows how to invest must come to an end. Apple
must rebate the $268 billion that it currently carries on its books to consumers.[13] Firms receiving tax windfalls must pass them on as well.[14]
Of potentially greater long-term importance, firms must cease a whole range of technology-driven pricing practices that are oriented toward extracting
maximum value from consumers, rather than merely covering costs. These practices, known as yield management in the airline industry, revenue
management in the hospitality industry, dynamic, personalized, or surge pricing to consumers, and price discrimination to economists, seek to maximize
profits by charging different groups prices that are different but always targeted at extracting the greatest possible wealth.[15] Airlines must stop charging
last minute travelers more; Uber must stop pricing the surge; and “Hamilton” tickets must sell for one low price, not because antitrust has created
competition in the market – what show can compete with “Hamilton?” – but because corporate boards have a duty, at pain of law, to charge the lowest
possible prices consistent with covering costs.[16]
Corporate law has ignored the arrival of the consumer welfare standard for decades, perhaps because the standard is a meta rule, governing which rules
antitrust may apply, rather than speaking directly to defendants about what they should or should not do. Courts have used the standard, for example, to
limit the longstanding antitrust ban on collusive behavior.[17] But meta does not mean any less the law. If the consumer welfare standard could be used to
limit the scope of the antitrust laws, it can be used to limit the scope of state corporate laws.
In the 1960s, when the Chicago School embarked on a program of restoring laissez faire to American business life, the movement sought two things. First,
it sought to replace the prevailing socially-oriented managerialist view of corporate law, which saw the board as responsible for spreading the firm’s
wealth, with the doctrine of shareholder primacy, which gave pride of place to narrow pecuniary interests.[18] Second, the movement sought to use the
consumer welfare standard, which allowed firms to undermine competition in the name of helping consumers, to roll back antitrust.[19] The Chicago
Schoolers did not realize that these are fundamentally inconsistent ends. It is time for the law to reconcile them.
Allocating the wealth of the firm to consumers leaves the longstanding problem of oppression of non-controlling constituencies unresolved, because it
perpetuates the practice of centralizing corporate wealth in the hands of a single group, now consumers instead of shareholders.[20] Whether management
does the bidding of shareholders or consumers, the favored group has an incentive to pressure the board to drive a hard bargain with workers, the supply
chain, environmental victims, and other constituencies in order to minimize costs. After all, bargaining determines the size of the payments that are
necessary for production to take place, and therefore the size of costs.

Of course, the oppression is tempered if other legal regimes, such as labor law for workers, allows non-controlling constituencies to bring power of their
own to the bargaining table.[21] But it is precisely in the uncompetitive markets allowed by antitrust enforcers applying the consumer welfare standard that
the bargaining power of these other groups is at its lowest. When the firm is a monopoly, the firm dictates terms. A federal corporate law mandating a more
equal division of corporate wealth, or a more progressive tax system, may be needed to address this problem more fully.[22]
In the meantime, throwing off corporate wealth to consumers will surely spread wealth more broadly than it is spread today. The only economic group to
which all Americans belong is that of the consumer. Only some Americans own, and many do not work, but all consume, if nothing else than the
occasional bite of food. When firms pay their wealth to consumers, they do not pay it all to the poor, but they do pay it to all.
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This post comes to us from Professor Ramsi Woodcock at Georgia State University. It is based on his recent article, “Antitrust as Corporate Governance,”
available here.
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Georgia Dog
This is one of the many examples of the novel but baseless argumentation the
academe is famous for. Where is the author’s doctrinal support for the
proposition that “[t]he corporation must instead internalize the goals that the
market once imposed upon the corporation from without”? And where is the
empirical support for the proposition that in bygone days, market forces
maximized consumer welfare? Misinformation has costs, and we would live in
a better world if professors remained silent rather than publish nonsense.
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Chris Bonner
I am stumbling over the concept that contemporary antitrust law has a huge
hole in it where the law allows monopolies which benefit consumers. Let’s see
what the underlying article by Professor Woodcock actually says about that.
March 30, 2018 at 4:47 pm
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